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Maybe you're fighting with a ton of zombies or something. Find a larger corcel: don't let your memes be dreamers. Able to counter once a shift. According to this Crawford tweet (which is not really surprising, it is completely raw and just something people ignore), Jack of all negotiations applies to check-in Level. The misty step and fly are some of the
best motion options in the game and get access to them, even now, is still good. He's a bum. .Marmor of Agathys: The scale makes this one of the most impactful spells available for the body-to-body characters. In fact, if you also selected simulacrum sooner (or now), you can read my practical guide to wish, which will give you a brilliant summary of
how to have a nude clone army, will become resistant to all damage, and have infinite money. Promised of Loreas, a quick note for the bardos of tradition: you should really be taking aura of vitality at level 6. Read the entrance to the desire below. I wouldn't say there's something really needed here except the curve and the plane change. If you meet
without it often, consider it. At least one person at the party needs one of each, but I would probably end up returning to previous options to fill myfor the role I was covering. Honestly, I just wouldn't consider this a priority if your party already has two instances. ] spells will help a lot. So how do we make the best use of this? I will divide this
document into two and a half sections: one for most bardos, a quick note for bardos (which receive them much earlier than other subclasses) and another for Bards swords because their playing style is different enough to justify their own discussion. spells along the character. Nothing else needs to be said. The bards already have several good ones.
Dara: it's an incredible security network, but it leaves the target at just 1hp. It's spells, assuming you're close to Stone. Do guardians of the spirit target? If you decided to play an arc bardo (tabuleiro?), Swift Quiver offers two extra attacks as a quick action, which means you can hit 4 attacks per round as a fighter. With this said, however, you may
want to find a larger corcel. The WOTC decided to give them something unique to do exactly this: magical secrets. The application of a ton of Temp HP to your setup is a great way to increase your survival, and getting free damage back is an amazing bonus. Take it But really, you¢ÃÂÂre taking Wish so you don¢ÃÂÂt need this too.Illusory Dragon: A
rare spell that has no verbal component, meaning you can cast this and get all its amazing benefits even while Silenced.Maze: One of the best save-or-sucks (especially since it¢ÃÂÂs not really a save), but bards already have several good ones.Wish: It¢ÃÂÂs Wish.At this level, the options you select are always Wish & whatever else you feel like,
because Wish breaks the game. But if you don¢ÃÂÂt want to have a pegasus for some reason and need another body, just pick the flavor and spell slot level you like best.Interesting options from the Paladin list:Crusader¢ÃÂÂs Mantle: If you have a lot of bodies and want distributed radiant damage instead of doing it all yourself with Sacred Flame.
Especially if multiple members of your party haven¢ÃÂÂt figured out how to fly yet themselves. Only applies to you though.Entangle: A great option for area control, but bards already have several of those.Goodberry: Superb low-level healing, especially if your DM doesn¢ÃÂÂt read the websiteDarkvision: If you¢ÃÂÂre optimizing, you probably
already have an answer for this, including one or two party members. It¢ÃÂÂs also not concentration so you can run something else on both of you too.Now, the wording ¢ÃÂÂany spell that targets only you¢ÃÂÂ is frustratingly vague. A Paladin exclusive that normally wouldn¢ÃÂÂt see play until level 13, get yourself a Celestial/Fey/Fiendish
pegasus.They¢ÃÂÂre fast on the ground, they¢ÃÂÂre very fast in the air, and they may well be smarter and wiser than you are. Plus it¢ÃÂÂll fix some common statuses (but not all of them).Interesting options from the Druid list:Shapechange: If your DM hasn¢ÃÂÂt given up yet, it would be theoretically possible to cast this on you and your pegasus
for one spell slot.Interesting options from the Sor/Wiz list:Clone: If you want to be immortal, this is the best way to do it. To boil the entire premise of this article down to a single sentence I will put a question: what do you need? One of the reasons I mention is that if you take Find Greater Steed (what you really should), you should pay special note for
the line “While mounted on it, you can do any spell you cast that only targets the mount.” This means that several of the buff spells listed above you can get the double value of, especially Armor of Agathys. If you're not close to stone, it's dead weight. Commune: Bards does not really get many guessings, and lending a Cleric's ability to ask a literal
divinity is something can be very useful if you like to plan your approach to something rather than improvising. Celestial Summon: None of the Summon/Conjure spells will have a blue rating of me because they are competing with Find Greater Steed. It's nothing, but you're renouncing extra attack as a bare sword and just getting the bonus action
attack on the turn you launched it as a barred Stone Investor value: The best spell to resist being pierced and stabbed. If you are playing swords or value college, you are not likely to be the primary curator in the party. It's fair (although they also need a gun so that the point is pretty much soot). Although by this point you already have Mass Healing
Word, then I would really just go for it if you don't know what to do with your 2nd level spell slots or if you find everyone dying a lot. Augury: A wonderful low-level guessing, but that won't fundamentally change how your character works. Spiritual Weapon: Incredible damage added if you still do not use your bonus action many times. Aura da
Vitalidade: This is a 3rd-level spell that means the same amount of healing that heals. If you are adventurous through a normal forest full of normal animals, consider it. ut ut es otsi aveL .sessed soir¡Ãv mªÃt ¡Ãj sdrab so sam ,aer¡Ã ed elortnoc arap o£Ã§Ãpo amit³Ã amU :eriF fo emoc seod eno sih T.slevel rewol ta nekat nehw sgniht gnitseretni emos
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fo eno N :noitarreb NommuS.sretsnom yb no desucof teg ot mees ro gnikcatta fo tol a damage, but it¢ÃÂÂs a commonly resisted type.Maelstrom: A great option for area control, but bards already have several of those.Antilife Shell: Like Sanctuary but better, but also worse.Conjure Elemental: None of the Summon/Conjure spells will get a blue rating
from me because they¢ÃÂÂre competing with Find Greater Steed. Does making the ground around you difficult terrain mean that Guardian of Nature is no good? Especially useful if you have another healer/primary buff caster to put it on.Aid: Cheap, low level Mass Healing Word. This one is a little better because it¢ÃÂÂs more flexible in how many
things you summon, but I¢ÃÂÂd still call it greenSummon Draconic Spirit: None of the Summon/Conjure spells will get a blue rating from me because they¢ÃÂÂre competing with Find Greater Steed. Every so often they can purloin a spell off someone else¢ÃÂÂs list and make it their own forever. But if you don¢ÃÂÂt want to have a pegasus for some
reason and need another body, just pick the flavor and spell slot level you like best.Shadow of Moil: One of the best personal buffs in the game. But if you don¢ÃÂÂt want to have a pegasus for some reason and need another body, just pick the flavor and spell slot level you like best.There¢ÃÂÂs a lot to cover there, so let¢ÃÂÂs go over some things.
Speaking of Guardian of Nature, Great Tree form is really good for a dex-based melee bard (which will be nearly all melee bards). Meanwhile, Eldritch Blast is so good that people will often wander into a level of warlock for little other benefit.If you¢ÃÂÂre the primary healer in the group, Aura of Vitality is ludicrous amounts of healing for a level 3
spell, with the caveat that you should basically never use it in combat. Be an elf and take Elven Accuracy for even more abuse.If you do decide to pick up one of the Smite spells, just be careful about all of them having the Concentration tag, meaning that casting any of them will immediately break other Even if you hit right away. a final note: I called
in the ranger section above, but the college of value can oar the bow and arrow as a source of primary damage. for this first section, I will approach each exchange and spell to spell level 5, since this is the first time most bards can take them. gamebless: stacks with, but it is also a bit redundant, inspiration. we will enter some of the best options in my
opinion for our first secrets. But if you don't want to have a sticky for some reason and need another body, just choose the level of flavor and spell you like most. is stone investing prohibited because your earthquakes can interact with other people? but the semantic around the target leaves very open to the interpretation. before you follow this path,
you should definitely talk to your dm about how pedantic they will be about it. If you are at a party with many spell springs, you may have everything covered and may want to fill your own solo skills u lean towards your specialization. a launcher is not in your group and see which unique capabilities you can pull from there to cover something. But,
like all the other charisma launchers, they need to arrest the spells they choose and, although they have access to higher-level spells now than in previous editions, there are still places where they could absolutely oar some help. personally, I almost always also accepted the revifize because it is so powerful, but I can understand that a tax of an too
much tax, so feel free to take something else that seems more fun. for their writing in the follow-up tweet, probably. this crawford tweet calls smite spells as being explicitly not allowed because they another another creature. Pass Without Trace, Fly, Counterspell, and Hunger of Hadar are all also great options depending on what you need and what
other casters are in your party.Ã College of Swords and College of ValorAdditional interesting optionsGuardian of Nature: Advantage on attack rolls and Concentration for a minute and some other cool stuff too.Fire Shield: Resistance to one of two elements and bonus damage back.Spirit Guardians: If your DM lets you put this on your pegasus too, oh
boy. I¢ÃÂÂm going to therefore recommend that you mostly look at the list for whatever role you¢ÃÂÂre replacing and pick some utility that is missing from the group. Hmmm¢ÃÂ¦ÂFly: Good, but competes with riding a pegasus.Hunger of Hadar: The trifecta of area-of-effect damage, blindness, and tentacles.Summon Undead: None of the
Summon/Conjure spells will get a blue rating from me because they¢ÃÂÂre competing with Find Greater Steed. There is no better option. But if you don¢ÃÂÂt want to have a pegasus for some reason and need another body, just pick the flavor and spell slot level you like best.Control Water: If you don¢ÃÂÂt have a druid and you find yourself around a
lot of water (like in a seafaring campaign), this will let you do some really neat water-bending stuff that can come in very handy.Giant Insect: None of the Summon/Conjure spells will get a blue rating from me because they¢ÃÂÂre competing with Find Greater Steed. Woe betide any creature that tries to melee your pegasus out from under you. With
the optional rules adding it to the cleric list, this becomes less mandatory to take on a bard, but it¢ÃÂÂs still incredibly strong as it was one of those spells balanced around not being available until character level 9.If you don¢ÃÂÂt have anything else to do with your bonus actions yet, Spiritual Weapon remains king among spells that should be
concentration but aren¢ÃÂÂt.Revivify is so good that you should take it even if someone else in the si yhW :murcalumiS.tinmad ,sreggirt draW htaeD rieht nehw enoemos laeH ot tnaw I.01 level ta yletaidemmi ekat nac uoy taht 71 ro 31 slevel litnu sessalc eseht yb decca eb ot dednetni tânera taht snoitpo taerg emos evah sretsac flaH. sregnar dna
snidalap :ti ot ssecca teg nac ew nehw naht retal rewop edivorp ot dednetni era taht stsil lleps ta kool ot tnaw ylralucitrap ew dna ,ytrap ruoy ot elbisseccani esiwrehto si tacit : : here here you ask? But if you don¢ÃÂÂt want to have a pegasus for some reason and need another body, just pick the flavor and spell slot level you like best.Interesting
options from the Druid list:Shape Water: For being a cantrip, it can do many things it really shouldn¢ÃÂÂtShillelagh: A great choice if you insist on using a weapon, and since you¢ÃÂÂre casting it as a bard spell you can attack using Charisma. Selling someone an enormous block of adamantine for huge profit and skipping town feels like a very Bard
thing to do.Telepathic Bond: If you need telepathy, this is the gold standard. Why WOTC.Spike Growth: A great option for area control, but bards already have several of those.Dominate Beast: A really phenomenal spell¢ÃÂ¦Â if you run into a lot of beasts. Does it only target if you choose people to be unaffected? No longer are bard players left feeling
like they can¢ÃÂÂt enjoy the upper echelons of absurd spellcasting enjoyed by their friends. Given that the spell is balanced around not seeing play until level 17, you¢ÃÂÂre able to deal way more damage than you¢ÃÂÂre intended to with attacks at this tier of play. If you¢ÃÂÂre the only one by this point though, I¢ÃÂÂd probably skip it and just take
your pegasus.Level 14Interesting options from the Cleric list:Heal: Is someone missing a lot of hitpoints and needs them back right now? Plus it¢ÃÂÂll fix some common statuses (but not all of them).Heroes¢ÃÂÂ Feast: A great buff for the whole party, and you cast it every day. If you think you, your party, or anyone you¢ÃÂÂre friendly with might
ever want to sneak somewhere, you should take this spell.Ã Bards are one of only two things that get to add a bonus to the roll for Counterspell, which makes it incredibly frustrating that they don¢ÃÂÂt get it natively. But only once a day, which makes using a secret on it feel like a bit of a waste.Word of Recall: Superbly good defensive teleport, but it
requires everyone to be adjacent to you You need to have a "Sanctum" in a temple basically. than teleportation, that can cover the gap. Draco Transformation: It's a very cool spell, but it'll take you out of your main role. Reverse gravity: a great option for area control, but the bardos already have several Of these interesting options from the SOR/WIZ
list: Contingency: you can do a lot of good things with this, but the imposition on 5 and just up level 5 makes it a little frustrating. frustrating.
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